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Title: Colin collection of materials about Daniel Liebermann
Identifier/Call Number: 0000332
Contributing Institution: Architecture and Design Collection, Art, Design & Architecture Museum
Language of Material: English
Physical Description: 1.5 Linear feet(1 box)
Date (inclusive): 1966-1998
creator: Liebermann, Daniel

Scope and Contents note
Collection contains 5 drawings (reprographics) for the Robert Putzel house, Montecito, 1966, which was designed by Daniel Liebermann and later purchased by Drs. J. W. and Sue Colin. Also included is a letter from Daniel Liebermann to J. W. and Sue Colin, 1998; photocopies of articles by and about architect Daniel Liebermann; and reduced scale reproductions of drawings for the Liebermann/Simpson house and cottage, Inverness, California, 1997.